1 July - 31 August 2021

21 Tamuzv -23 Elul 5781

L’CHAYIM
The Newspaper of Southport and District Reform Synagogue
Rabbi Lisa Barrett is coming to
Southport for our High Holy Day
services.
Rabbi Lisa has recently moved to
Manchester where she has family,
previously living in Ilford, Essex where she
was the Rabbi for The South West Essex
and Settlement Reform Synagogue.
Rabbi says that her service leading style is inclusive and partcipatory. This
sounds just about right for us at Southport.
Her background is one of teaching English and Drama. Her other talents
include being a complementary therapist, practising CranioSacral Therapy,
Clinical Re exology and Aromatherapy.
Rabbi was ordained after studying at The Hebrew College, Boston MA for
three years until 2009, and thereafter at our Leo Baeck College & King’s
College, London for another two years until ordination.
Just a reminder that the HHD’s are early in September, Services:
Erev Rosh Hashanah, 6th September , 7pm
Rosh Hashanah 1st day, 7th September , 10.30am
Kol Nidre 15th September, 7pm
Yom Kippur 16th September , 11am
Please have your New Year’s greetings to L’Chayim by the last week in
August, thanks (editors).
Due to Covid and security all attendance at HHD services have to be
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booked in advance by contacting the Synagogue Administrator.
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EDITORIAL
We hope that you enjoy reading this edition of
L’Chayim and it gives you some reassurance that
the Synagogue will be re-opening shortly.
Plans are already underway for High Holy Days as
you can see from page 1. We can look forward to
Selwyn and Gillian Goldthorpe,
editors of L’Chayim

invigorating HHD services after an unprecedented

time of di culty never before experienced in our life times. Page 22 gives you some idea
of how we are going to open the Synagogue and the planning that has gone into
ensuring that your safety is paramount.
The Chair of Council’s Report from the recent AGM, on pages 3-5, gives you some
insight of the many people involved in keeping the Synagogue together for the Reform
Jewish Community of Southport and surrounding district, and how appreciated your
contribution is to this goal. There is no such thing as a half-baked e ort in running the
Synagogue .
Our Honorary Secretary tells of the heroic e orts going on over the pandemic shut down
in maintaining services (page 6).
The Honorary Treasurer’s report is on pages 7-8. Did you really know how little money
we have to run the Synagogue once expenses are paid?
Social visiting in a voluntary capacity helps to hold the community together and has been
even more important during the pandemic. There is a report on pages 9-10.
What does it mean to be Jewish? (page 11-12). There is more to this question than
meets the eye!
We have a report about youth work ( pages 13-15).
Reform Judaism have had their own AGM ( pages 16-18) . Here we look at racial
inclusivity in Judaism.
For those of you unable to be present at the stone setting of Stephen Pavion we thought
it would be nice if you had some photos of the service and stone. (page 19)
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We wish you a very pleasant summer and hope to see you all in the near
future as the Synagogue gets back to what it is there for - for the bene t of
our Community.
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Sunday 27th June

By Zoom® and by attending the
Synagogue for afternoon tea our AGM
took place…. here are the reports from
that meeting…

Chairman of Council’s Address to the AGM
It is lovely to see that so many people have managed to travel
abroad this year in spite of quarantine regulations, otherwise the
Synagogue would be packed for this AGM!
Seriously, I can understand, that with the doubling of Covid
cases every week, at present, folk may want to keep
themselves to themselves, for all of our protection. This is the
rst meeting we have had incorporating Zoom® and cakes. I
only hope the meeting proves fruitful!
Perhaps, the cream on the cake this year has been our use of Zoom® services. I am so
grateful for all of our service leaders making the e ort on our behalf to bring into our
homes a religious service - thank you. An especially big thank you to Fortune, our
Honorary Secretary, for her organisation, and to Lisa, for her administration of the Zoom®
meetings. The reality of all of this is that we certainly ‘ boxed o ‘ our shabbat services.
Some may even think it an advantage that I have a ‘mute button’ for my singing. Sadly, no
longer can I have a duet with Richard Choueke, who is greatly missed in more ways than I
can say. Richard remains in our hearts, and our sympathy is with Faith and her family.
Richard’s stone consecration is on 1st August.
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Your Synagogue’s
AGM
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Rabbi Ash, has left no stone unturned, in helping out this year with what is a
distressing experience for all concerned of having a funeral with only a handful, or
less, of the bereaved present. My thanks, our thanks, to Rabbi Ash for his help.
Sadly, there remains a lasting legacy of unresolved feelings due to our inability to be
present as a community to support our bereaved.
Anne Kletz, has been busy in helping our community
come together. I liken her to the butter icing in my
sandwich cakes, so good, and acting as adhesive to hold
the whole together. Anne has fundamentally helped to
keep us closer as a community. Many thanks. ( please see
Anne’s report enclosed later)

‘closer as a
community’

Lisa, our hard working, multi-tasked administrator, has also taken to increased
domestication. Now working from home, in line with Government guidance,
whenever possible, has still managed to carry out her numerous duties, with good
humour, and with the cooperation and physical help of her family. Thanks to her
husband Richard, and son, Benji, for their practical help around the synagogue.
Delegation is a sound administrative principle, though I am unsure that my dear long
su ering wife shares this view, perhaps with the exception of enjoying the dregs of
my unbaked cakes in the mixing bowl. So much for 40+ years of sweet marriage!
Gillian, as Vice chair and joint editor of L’Chayim has to put up with my excesses ( Do
you think I need more fruit cakes?), “No dear, one fruit cake is enough!” Luckily, for
me, I can take this the right way! Her advice and reasonableness prevents me from
doing too much stirring.
Tony Kletz, our Honorary Treasurer, when lesser
men may have folded under the strain, has during
this di cult year of years, managed to keep an eye
on our nances. Here, I take o my chef’s hat, and
put on my medical hat, for nances are the lifeblood of the Synagogue. We remain nely balanced
as a charity, just about keeping our heads above water. He and I, with the help of all
those that give their time and e ort freely volunteering their services and advice, keep
this Synagogue alive. For the years I have been Chairman, and thanks to Tony’s
prudent advice and management, we have not fallen into the abyss of negative
balance. We are indeed hanging on by our nger nails! I can now say thank you Tony,
and I take my hat o to you for what has been a very di cult year.

‘We remain nely
balanced as
a charity’
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I am grateful for the support and wisdom of all our Council members. We have had
Zoom® meetings rather than tea and cakes together, which was a principle of my
Chairmanship. It is only right that those people working in a voluntary capacity
enjoy the experience, which can at times be very ‘crummy’! I am sure that better
times are around the corner. We all look forward to Council re-opening the
Synagogue in a Covid safe manner.
Every pound spent is carefully thought about, every pound received is very
appreciated. Your membership donation , your support goes to keep this
Synagogue alive. You know, when some people phone Southport & District
Reform Synagogue, expecting a religious service, and they have not contributed to
Jewish life in and around Southport, how can they expect the Synagogue to
survive if we were all the same in our religious support? Furthermore, your
Synagogue donation helps us to hold the whole community together, whether it be
with the Reform Movement, Leo Beck College- for our student Rabbis, Rabbinic
support, the Joint Jewish Burial Society, or the many other organisations and
charities we support year on year. You, yes you, the Membership of the Synagogue,
are truly the icing on the cake. And so, many thanks for your support .
I have continued to do my best, as Chairman, to support our Synagogue. Zoom®
meetings are like weeds in the garden, you get rid of one, and another pops up
almost immediately. Southport is well represented. I continue to have inter-faith
links ( later this year I will be meeting the Bishop of Liverpool). I keep the web site
up to date, publish L’Chayim, and am now busy as a volunteer chaplain for
Merseyside Police- this is a listening role, and I have had plenty of training being
your Chairman of Council for the last 8 or 9 years. Time has own by.
I’d like to think that the Governance of the Synagogue has improved during my
Chairmanship. Of concern has been our health and safety. We will discuss later
how we can re-open the Synagogue for services. Perhaps the greatest challenge in
the coming months will be getting back to normal- whatever the new norm will be.
We can all then travel abroad, have our holidays with Duly in Spain (who has joined
us for our Zoom® services ), see my new grandson in New Zealand, and not be
quarantined. The new norm may well be ‘Zooming o ’ in a di erent sort of way,
however, I do hope though that people not here today will remember that

their Synagogue really does need them.

Selwyn
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Thank you all for your contribution to Synagogue life.
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Honorary Secretary’s Report AGM 27 June 2021

Fortune Chamberlain
Honorary Secretary

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic our synagogue
doors have been closed since mid-March 2020. All
Reform Synagogues have been invited to join a full
programme of online services, study sessions and
virtual chats courtesy of both the Reform Judaism
Movement and our fellow Reform Synagogues right
across the UK. This has helped to keep our
communities in touch with each other and feel
supported.

Re ecting back over the last 12 months, I would
like to say thank you to all those who have led and taken part in our monthly
Zoom services. Thank you also to Selwyn and Gillian whose valiant e orts
with L’Chayim magazine have made all the di erence with interesting
articles and helping people keep in touch with one another’s news.
From August to December 2020 we held a number of enjoyable informal
Friday night services – a chance for our members to catch up and see each
others faces via Zoom.
In September 2020 we held a successful and thought provoking High Holy
Day study session with Rabbi Amanda Golby, also via Zoom.
In December 2020 we celebrated Channukah with candle lighting on the 2nd
and 8th night of the festival. Selwyn and Gillian’s grandchildren took starring
roles.
From January 2021 we switched to monthly shabbat morning services (via
Zoom) and in April this year we took part in the excellent Joint Northern
Communities service (also via Zoom).
On a separate note, Executive and Council have continued to keep in touch
and hold meetings via Zoom, but it has been a strange year, unable to
physically come together due to the pandemic restrictions.
On a positive note, we look forward to re-opening the Shul doors over the
summer, for services and festivals, joining together in prayer and song and
with community spirit.

‘We look forward to re-opening the Shul doors over the summer’
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Tony Kletz ( Honorary
Treasurer) report to AGM…
The Synagogue is a registered charity ( Reg.
Charity No. 227576 ) predominately run by
volunteers. We thank all volunteers for the
contribution they are making to the good of
the community. Without such volunteers, their
time and e ort, your Synagogue could not
exist. The Synagogue Council is most grateful
for your membership support of the
community, for without your support, our
Synagogue, and what it represents, could not
exist.
The accounts show here for 2020 are yet to
be nalised and approved by our Trustees.
They should be considered provisional. We
apologise for the delay in nalising the
accounts. The year has been di cult due to
Covid-19 restrictions.

Total Expenditure 2020 as %

Concern this present year has seen our
income from rental ( the car park, rental of the
Synagogue hall space) drop substantially due
to the Covid-19 lockdown. This also will be
the situation for next year’s accounts ( 2021).
There has also been a substantial drop in
receipts from donations and legacies.
We have fairly xed costs for administration
and building whether the Synagogue has
regular services or not. The Covid-19 crisis
has meant that we have been unable to
provide the level of service normally expected
of our Synagogue. There may be some cost
savings in association with the drop in activity,
however as you can see from the donut chart

6%

16%

20%

5%
1%
4%
10%
39%

Buildings ( Repairs, insurance, utilities )
Sta costs
Administration
Accountancy fees & bank changes
Religious activities
Rabbinic support
Funerals and JJBS
Depreciation
Charitable Donations ( excluding Kol Nidre)

Year on year there is some variability in
outgoings. We will have additional expenditure
shown in the next accounts due to meeting
safety standards for the Covid-19 pandemic.

Total Expenditure

2019 as a %

33%

7%

14%

5%
3%
3%

27%
8%

Building (Repairs, insurance, utilities)
Staﬀ Costs
Administration
Accountancy fees & bank charges
Religious activities
Rabbinic support
Funerals and JJBS
Depreciation
Charitable Donations (excluding Kol Nidre Appeal)
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“Our nances are
nely balanced”

above, the vast majority of our costs are xed by the building maintenance,
administration, and sta costs. We are fortunate in being able to o er Zoom® services
at no additional expense to the Synagogue. The cost of Rabbinic support is xed at a
National level and is set to rise. We have not been able to obtain the services of
student Rabbis from Leo Beck College this year.
We are committed to running the Synagogue as cost e ciently as possible, whilst
maintaining its religious and community care functions to the best wishes of our
members. My thanks to Executive and Lisa Sachs for their support and cost savings.
Lisa continues to clean the Synagogue and is the Synagogue’s Administrator, and
thanks to the others who kindly do repairs and maintenance. Our lay readers o er
religious support to us and are invaluable. Anne Kletz has been a great help in o ering
community support and liaison for the Synagogue.
The challenge is how can the Synagogue act as a focal point for Reform Jewish life in
Southport? The lock-down regulations have been especially trying in this respect.
Zoom® meetings are a poor substitute for communal worship and socialisation.
Your support is vital in keeping the community together. If you give something of
yourself to our community, we all bene t as a whole. There is strength in unity.
We aim to continue to provide:

‘A focus for Reform Jewish Life in Southport and the surrounding District.’
Your assistance to keep our administration fees to a minimum is appreciated by
prompt subscription donation.

We have in 2020 a very small account surplus.

(Tony Kletz, Selwyn Goldthorpe)

A legacy to Southport and District
Reform Synagogue toda
is a special gift to our tomorrow
After considering your family and friends,
you may also want to leave a
amount in your will to charities. Please
consider making S&DRS one of you
charities. S&DRS future will be all the more
secure so that those that follow in your
footsteps may continue to practice the religion of their choice in Southport. It is
always advisable to seek professional advice when drafting something as
important as a will. S&DRS can supply you with details of a number of local
solicitors who are willing to offer advice
8
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L’dor v’dor—from generation to generation.

by Anne Kletz (report from our AGM).
As you are all aware the role involves keeping in touch
with Jewish people, usually members of the
synagogue, who may feel more isolated or with those
who just wish for some contact following illness or a
changing family situation. Obviously the role has
altered during Covid as meetings in person have not
been easy to achieve.
During Covid times contact has been maintained by 'phone calls, emails,
written messages, and when the rules allowed, meetings in cafes with those
who were mobile. I have tried to contact people in regular rotation, or simply
as appropriate. Until very recently no visits have taken place inside a private
house or care home. Now that the rules are relaxing co ee meet ups have
resumed and visits have been o ered to the more house bound members. To
date visits have been made to the homes or care homes of 5 individuals. The
visits have gone well, the individuals have generally looked well and
conversation has resumed as if nothing has happened.
In February and March 2021 small gifts of spring owers were delivered to all
members in the Southport and close surrounding areas, unless I had no
response when I went to their home. The visits were also an opportunity for a
doorstep chat. Boxes of matzo and other Pesach items were purchased and
o ered to several households - in 2021 a total of 17 households were
contacted, and 12 households accepted Pesach matzos etc. Indeed I had
meet ups in car parks to give the matzo, so it travelled around!
It was made clear that any gifts were from the Synagogue and all gifts were
gratefully received. However please understand that the wide geographical
spread of our members meant these token gifts could not be delivered to
everyone.
In regards to The Home no visitors have been allowed into The Home and in
March 2020 there were still several Jewish residents, including those in the
ats. Although these people were not members of our synagogue (there is
only one more reclusive member in the ats), myself and others had chatted
with them previously in the lounge. In order that there should be a level of
contact maintained with the Jewish community a decision was made to
deliver magazines, together with owers at certain festivals, all accompanied
with a note. Sadly there are now very few Jewish residents as some have
passed away due to natural illness or old age, but Council recently decided
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SOCIAL VISITING
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that the magazine delivery should be
continued, with stickers placed on the
magazines saying they are from
Southport and District Reform
Synagogue.
Fortune has kindly
supplied printed stickers. It is now
possible to visit people in The Home
by prior appointment, but the visit is
agreed with the resident and takes
place in the resident's own room.

‘It is now possible
to visit people in
The Home
by prior appointment.’

In relation to visits to hospital patients, no visits have been allowed by
hospital chaplains of the various religious denominations and all visiting has
been done by the in-house Chaplains, Martin Abrams and Jan Fraser. This
situation has now altered but only where there is a critical End of Life
situation. However, there has been contact with the in-house chaplains who
have spoken with Yigal Wachmann and myself when there have been any
issues regarding Jewish patients. These times of contact have not actually
been in relation to members of our synagogue.
This report covers all aspects of my role as social visitor over the past year
or so.
I should like to thank the Synagogue for all the support and nancial
reimbursement for purchases, especially as there have been times when I
have acted on instinct, without gaining prior consent from Synagogue
o cials. It has been a matter of feeling the way forward during a period of
time when restrictions have extended far longer than anyone expected.

Our thanks to Anne for all the great work she has been
doing and continues to do…
”We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we
give.”
Winston Churchil
The article that follows, I hope, sheds some insight into the Jewish principles
concerning the above.. (editor
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What does it mean
to be Jewish?
by Selwyn Goldthorpe

This is a good question . You can ask
di erent Jewish people that question
and you will get as many di erent
answers. Have you ever known Jewish
people to agree!
I was thinking about this today when I was listening to a programme about
atheism. The person quoted the broadcaster and actor Stephen Fry as being a
humanist/atheist. I immediately thought, “He’s a good Jewish boy, isn’t he?
An article in 2014 in Jewish Business News quotes Stephen as saying, “I’m As
Proud Of Being Jewish As I Am Proud Of Being Gay. The identity can never be
taken away from me. Sometimes one has to stand up against homophobia and
similarly against anti-Semitism. But there is so much to celebrate in each.”
The actor, who in 2005 went on a public quest to trace his Jewish ancestry on
the BBC’s acclaimed “Who Do You Think You Are?” docu-series and found that
his great-grandfather’s remains were dug out by anti-Semitic vandals, has been
a vocal protestor against anti-Semitism and homophobia, often linking the two.
Being Jewish is not a matter of religion”, Fry notes.
“I’m a Jew, but don’t follow Judaism.” Fry prefers to
describe himself as a humanist, glorifying the
beauty and potential of the human kind.

“Being Jewish is not
a matter of religion”

This made me think that the vast majority of people I know are humanists, no
matter what their religion. Interesting that this term has now become an identity,
a label to a person. The logical conclusion is that you can be a humanist and
Jewish. After all, do not all Jewish people believe that the world should be made
a better place, no matter what your religion - “Tikkun olam ” (Hebrew for “world
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continued next page
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repair”) has come to connote social action and the pursuit of social justice. The
phrase has origins in classical rabbinic literature and in Lurianic kabbalah, a
major strand of Jewish mysticism originating with the work of the 16th-century
kabbalist Isaac Luria.
Tikkun olam, once associated with a mystical approach to all mitzvot, now is
most often used to refer to a speci c category of mitzvot involving work for the
improvement of society — a usage perhaps closer to the term’s classical
rabbinic origins than to its longstanding mystical connotations.
To be Jewish has many di erent facets.
Here in Southport, when Rabbi Tony
Bay eld came to visit us as the senior
Rabbi of the Reform Movement, he took
questions from the audience, one was,
“ I don’t believe in God, what should I do
about my religion?”. Rabbi replied, that it
was not necessary to “believe” to be
Jewish, what was necessary was to try
to make the world, your community, a
better place - ‘Tikkun olam.’
You can certainly be a humanist and
Jewish. The study of Torah leads to all. However it is your resulting actions
that count. The greatness of the Torah is not in its intellectual content, great as
that may be. If it has meaning and relevance to a person, if it provides
guidance and inspiration, then it is the word of God to make the world a better
place.

Where do we begin …
there is so much to do….
How do we even start to
repair the world…..
Read the next page….
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Kivunim (directions) is a B'nei Mitzvah
programme for years 7 & 8. Bringing
young people together from our small
and medium sized UK Reform
Communities as they go through their
b'nei mitzvah preparation process and
beyond. The Kivunim programme
consists of 4 amazing residential
weekends full of adventure and kef
(fun). Through an app there are also
personalised year round challenges
and individual, independant projects
to work on throughout the 2 years

continued next page
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There are another two exciting topics to explore…
the future healing of the world rests with the understanding and
actions of our young people, the future of Reform Judaism.
Naomi Raanan
Community youth engagement manager: Education and Youth
work
Reform Judaism
t
020 8349 5692
f

020 8349 5699

W

www.ReformJudaism.org.uk

 


…for further information.
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The Commission considered 17 di erent areas of communal life. The ground-breaking report
makes 119 recommendations, with profound implications for British Jewry ! Among them are
the following:
• Representative bodies and organisations involved in rabbinic training should encourage
members of under-represented ethnic groups to put themselves forward for communal roles
• Jewish schools should ensure that their secular curriculum engages with Black history,
enslavement and the legacy of colonialism, and review their curriculum through a process
led by students, particularly those who de ne as Black or of Colour
• Jewish studies departments should ensure that their teaching celebrates and engages with
the racial and cultural diversity of the Jewish community worldwide, including Mizrahi,
Sephardi and Yemenite tradition
• Communal institutions, particularly synagogues and schools, should commemorate key
dates for diverse parts of the community, like the Ethiopian Jewish festival of Sigd and the
o cial Day to Mark the Departure and Expulsion of Jews from the Arab Countries and Iran
(30th November)
• Schools and youth movements should improve training for teachers and youth leaders
on tackling racist incidents
• Communal bodies and Jewish schools should establish regular listening exercises that seek
the concerns of their members or students
• Communal bodies should ensure that complaints processes are accessible, transparent, fair
and robust, with all complaints related to racism handled according to the Macpherson
principle, and speci c new processes for handling complaints about security
• Communal venues should ensure that their security guards or volunteers desist from racial
pro ling
• Communal venues should consider instituting universal bag searches for every visitor,
including regular attendees. If this is not feasible, they should consider the use of objective
and proportionate criteria not based on race.
• A code of conduct should be developed for discourse on social media, making clear
that attempts to delegitimise converts, calling people names such as ‘Kapo’, or using
Yiddish terms such as ‘Shvartzer’ in a racist way, are completely unacceptable
• Batei Din should improve processes for conversion, including stricter vetting of teachers
and host families, and a clearer process for complaints.
The interesting discussion at the AGM highlighted how even in this shabbat’s parasha, there is
a fear of strangers. The process of pro ling who are Jewish needs to be revised in the light of
our multicultural society and a world made smaller by travel and immigration. RJ itself seems
to have a built in bias towards Askenazi services and practice of Judaism. It was thought that
RJ and its membership is not inherently racist, rather there is an ignorance of awareness.
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continued next page
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After the outrage over the senseless killing of George Floyd, Board of Deputies President Marie
van der Zyl spoke out, describing the killing as “cold-blooded, racist murder”. She said, “We
must show solidarity against hate and such vile racism”.
We recognise that, while the outpouring of solidarity with the Black community from many
Jewish institutions has been heartening, this must now be matched by a willingness in the
community to learn and strive to become a more welcoming environment for its own Black
members. Indeed, many Jewish organisations across the country have been in touch with The
Board of Deputies to ask how they can help.
In response, the Board of Deputies announced their intention to form a Commission on Racial
Inclusivity in the Jewish Community to banish prejudice and promote inclusion”. This was
Chaired by Stephen Bush, who is Jewish, black, and political editor of the New Statesman.
The Commission invited Black British Jews and other Jews of Colour to come forward and give
evidence, anonymously where preferred, about their experiences in the community – good and
bad – so that they build a picture of what is happening. They also askedsynagogues, schools,
youth movements, cultural spaces and other Jewish institutions to discuss best practice and
challenges, and seek to overcome them. If you think that prejudice does not exist in Jewish
communities how, if you are a person of colour Jew would you like to be stared at in
synagogues, being asked probing questions, being given a hard time by security at communal
buildings, facing racism in Jewish schools, a lack of racial diversity in Jewish leadership
positions and even heartbreaking prejudice in the context of seeking another Jewish partner?
continued next page
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Stephen Bush said, “A proactive attitude to inclusion will draw in many people of all
backgrounds who have felt marginalised, left out or turned o from Jewish life. As a
community that often frets about its numbers and its future, giving as many people as
possible a sense of belonging and a full ability to participate will nourish, strengthen and
enrich the Jewish community further, for the bene t of all its members.”
In Southport, I am not aware of a large ethnic minority presence. However, for those of us
that live in cities, the situation di ers. My grandchildren attend the Jewish primary
school in Manchester, and it is hardly representative of the ethnic mix seen in non
religious schools. How we make our young people aware of the equality and bene t of
ethnic diversity in such circumstances becomes more challenging. Certainly, the
Liverpool King David School, as it only had 1/3rd of its pupils being Jewish, o ered a
multi-ethnic social education to our children. I have always worked in a multi-ethnic
environment. Not only that, travelling the world, we are aware that Jewish people exist all
around the world, whether they be from South America, South Africa, Hong Kong, or
where ever.
Michael Goldstein, President of the United Synagogue has said about this report, “Our
tradition teaches us that all human beings are made in the image of God. The report on
Racial Inclusivity in the Jewish Community, which held in depth consultations with so
many di erent Jewish organisations in a thoughtful and non judgemental manner, will
encourage all of our community institutions to examine their attitudes and behaviours in
this regard. Hopefully this will ensure that our community spaces become safer, more
welcoming places for all people of colour. It was a task that was much needed and the
report o ers very sound advice on the changes we should be making to ful ll our
religious duties of care for all.”
For those wanting to educate and improve their understanding of racial inclusivity may I
suggest the following : https://www.jewishjustice.co.uk/journey-together
This is a course and strategy designed for Jews and Jewish organisations who want to
participate in the ght for racial justice, are thinking about how to do the work to become
actively antiracist, and want guidance, pointers, structure, and resources on what kind of
work they should and could be doing.
Also, may I suggest the following resource :
https://ironruleblog.com/2020/06/09/quick-resource-to-rebuild-your-institution-tobecome-an-anti-racist-organisation/
A blog about power, organising, institutions, faith, and social justice.
The AGM voted for RJ to adopt a racial inclusivity stance. We certainly should not judge
people by their colour. It remains to be seen whether words will translate into actions.
( Report from Reform Judaism’s 2021 AGM , by Selwyn Goldthorpe)
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RJ’s AGM 27th June 2021
Robert Wiltshire, the new Chairperson for Reform Judaism told us
how inspired he was by The Movement due to the way it had
adapted to synagogue closure from Covid restrictions. Here was an
opportunity to reach out to progressive Jews, some of whom are
dispersed far and wide in the UK ( of note is the welcoming of the
Isle of White progressive Jewish population into the Reform
Movement).
The sharing of religious services with other communities is very
altruistic and has been widely used and welcomed across The
Movement.
RJ has lost income over the Covid restrictions, it is now £140 000 in
the red for the last year ( in spite of saving over £300 000 on its wage
bill by redundancies and furlough). He appreciates our synagogues likewise are having di cult
times. RJ is o ering a refund of 10% on their contribution to RJ. How RJ becomes more
sustainable in the future, and what services we want RJ to provide remain challenging. They are
set to listen to the small communities outside of London that make up the bulk of the 40+
synagogues that belong to the Movement.
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20th June was the stone
consecration for the late
Stephen Pavion
This was one of the rst socially distanced services that we have been able to have as the Covid
restrictions were eased. Thanks to Rabbi Robert Ash for the service.

Covid -19 lateral ow testing has been
made available by the Government, free of
charge, for home use:
You can order lateral ow tests from
https://www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral- ow-tests
Lateral ow tests ( LFT- the test detects virus antigen) is to be welcomed, we should not be reassured
by their sensitivity ie. their ability to detect the virus. In actual practice SAGE’s own study (Nov. 2020)
showed LFT sensitivity was 48.9%. This means about half of the Covid cases will be missed. The
pooled analysis of 64 studies looking at how good the LFT was by the Cochrane Library showed that
on average, antigen tests correctly identi ed 72% of symptomatic COVID-19 cases but only 58% of
cases in people without symptoms. The best-performing test - the SD Biosensor STANDARD Q correctly identi ed the virus in 88% of symptomatic patients and in 69% of those with no symptoms.

Testing negative is no guarantee that you are not infected by
Covid. It is still important to take every precaution. 1 in 10 people
vaccinated (x2) will not have su cient immunity to prevent their
catching Covid -19.
Dr Selwyn Goldthorpe
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Vaccine passports: How can I prove
I've had both my Covid jabs?
People in England can request an NHS Covid Pass via the
NHS website or the NHS app.
This is di erent to the NHS Covid-19 app, which is used
for contact tracing. You must be registered with a GP
surgery to use the NHS app.
Once logged in you can request an NHS Covid Pass. The
the system will generate a QR code, which lasts for 28
days. You can download a PDF copy or have it emailed to
you. You can then just print o proof of vaccination.
Of course, you still should have your card from the vaccination centre you attended.
The NHS app. system is simple to use. It is useful to have your NHS number to hand,
however do not worry if you don’t know this as there is other requested information
that will help you.
The app. will also allow you to view your GP record ( and there has been a lot of
publicity recently about the NHS wanting to sell your data) and order a repeat
prescription.
When attending the Synagogue you are likely to require proof of having had two
vaccinations. You may also require to have had a lateral ow test prior to attendance.
Although the details are yet to be nalised, it is in everyone’s interest to protect each
other.
We are tting to the Synagogue’s air conditioning unit a UV-C constant disinfectant
system. Installing the latest technology so that every time air passes through our air
conditioning units it is sanitised - the UV-C is proven to kill 99.9% of all viruses and
bacteria. The ultra violet radiation has to be in C spectrum to destroy RNA and DNA.
More than 250 studies have been performed using UV-C disinfection with results
showing e ective inactivation of a wide range of viruses such as avian u, hepatitis A,
herpes, in uenza A, and polio, as well as coronaviruses.
This system should be installed in the Synagogue in early July. Once the nal version
of our risk assessment is approved by Council and the Trustees, we will reopen for
services. With the other safety measures measures we are taking you can be ensured
you are as Covid-safe in the Synagogue as it is possible to be.
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Article by Selwyn Goldthorpe
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yahrzeits ()יאָרצַײט

during this issue of L’Chayim

July
Betty Patterson and Harry Patterson,
parents of Gertrude (Trudi) Knigh
Cyril Silveston, Husband of Nina
Silvesto
Richard Choueke, Husband of Faith
Choueke
(The stone setting for Richard is 1st August)

Yahrzeit candles
are available for
purchase from the
Synagogue.
Memorial plaques
are still available
for the Tree of Life
in the Synagogue.
Please discuss
your needs with
the Synagogue’s
Administrator

August
Maria Rivilis, Mother of Estelle Mannhei
Jack Hakim, Father of Fortune
Chamberlain

WE STAND ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS
Without the foresight of those that have gone
before us we would not have a Synagogue. We
owe it to these wonderful people to keep the
Synagogue alive for the next generation.
Please consider making a LEGACY in your will to
the Synagogue ( a registered Charity ).
S&DRS can supply you with details of a number
of local solicitors who are willing to o er advice.

MAY THEIR MEMORY BE A BLESSING
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Have your say the editors welcome letters and articles,
though not of a political nature, and reserve the right to edit.
Please send to the O ce or gillygold@yahoo.com
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from Fortune Chamberlain

LOKSHEN

For several years, a man was having an a air with a Jewish woman. One night, she con ded in
him that she was pregnant. Not wanting to ruin his reputation or his marriage, he said he would
pay her a large sum of money if she would go to Israel to secretly have the child.
If she stayed in Israel to raise the child, he would also provide child support until the child turned
18. She agreed, but asked how he would know when the baby was born. To keep it discreet, he
told her to simply mail him a post card and write 'Lokshen' on the back. He would then arrange
for the child support to begin.
One day, about 9 months later, he came home to his confused wife. 'Honey, she said, 'you
received a very strange post card today.'
'Oh, just give it to me and I'll explain it later,' he said. The wife obeyed and watched as her
husband read the card, turned white, and fainted.
On the card was written:

Lokshen, Lokshen, Lokshen
One with kneidlach, two without.
Send extra soup.

DUCK IS DEAD
A woman brought a very limp duck into a veterinary surgeon. As she laid her pet on the table, the vet pulled out
his stethoscope and listened to the bird's chest. After a moment or two, the vet shook his head and sadly said,
"I'm sorry, your duck, Cuddles, has passed away."
The distressed woman wailed, "Are you sure?”
"Yes, I am sure. Your duck is dead," replied the vet..
"How can you be so sure?" she protested.. "I mean you haven't done any testing on him or anything. He might
just be in a coma or something."
The vet rolled his eyes, turned around and left the room. He returned a few minutes later with a black Labrador
Retriever. As the duck's owner looked on in amazement, the dog stood on his hind legs, put his front paws on
the examination table and sni ed the duck from top to bottom. He then looked up at the vet with sad eyes and
shook his head.
The vet patted the dog on the head and took it out of the room. A few minutes later he returned with a cat. The
cat jumped on the table and also delicately sni ed the bird from head to foot. The cat sat back on its haunches,
shook its head, meowed softly and strolled out of the room.
The vet looked at the woman and said, "I'm sorry, but as I said, this is most de nitely, 100% certi ably, a dead
duck."The vet turned to his computer terminal, hit a few keys and produced a bill, which he handed to the
woman..
The duck's owner, still in shock, took the bill. "£1,500!" she cried,"£1,500 just to tell me my duck is dead!"
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The vet shrugged, "I'm sorry. If you had just taken my word for it, the bill would have been £20, but with the Lab
Report and the Cat Scan, it's now £1,500."
23

IT’S YOUR
BIRTHDAY!
MAZELTOV AND ALL OUR BEST WISHES

Jul
Gillian Goldthorp
Grace Levin
Paul Lipp
Shelley Yavet
Augus
Jeffrey Cante
Julian Desse
Harry Kessle
Valerie Merce
Duly Plat
Carole Suhe

Eileen and Paul Lippa thank the Synagogue for
the beautiful owers, and many cards received
from friends, on the occasion of their golden
wedding anniversary.
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FEELING ALONE? LACKING YOUR SYNAGOGUE?

RJ:TV

RJ:TV is Reform Judaism’s interactive
broadcasting platform for these challenging
times. Each day they will provide a range of
interactive programming that you are invited
to join – from daily prayer services and adult
learning sessions to fun for all ages and
casual catch-ups. We can still come together
virtually to share in learning and meaningful
interaction.
Click here : https://www.reformjudaism.org.uk/

Unable to relax?
Feeling stressed?
Feeling low?

Help yourself to feel better
To help you to tackle your problems,
we can offer effective talking therapies
to:

Talk Liverpool

•

Understand why you feel as you
do

working together to
look after your mental
wellbeing.

•

Look at the links between your
feelings,
thoughts, symptoms and
behaviour

•

Find out what you would like to
change

•

Discover new ways of coping
now and in
the future.

0151 228 2300 talkliverpool.nhs.uk
I believe you have to have a
Liverpool GP, though I am sure
you can be signposted to a
similar service if you are
outside their catchment area.

‘A trouble shared is
a trouble halved’

How can I nd out more?
You can self refer by completing
the online referral form available
on their website:
talkliverpool.nhs.uk or call on
0151 228 2300.
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The second Jewish
woman at
Cambridge University
Amy Levy 1861-1889
died at the age of 27 years old
Amy was born in London, the second of seven children into a relatively a uent
Anglo-Jewish family which was rmly integrated into Victorian life. Amy and her
siblings had a good education, were well read, participating in literary and
theatrical activities at home. In many respects, she was a pioneering woman,
becoming the rst Jewish woman ever to study at Newnham College,
Cambridge, prior to which she was a resident of Brighton Girls' Public Day
School Trust at the age of fteen, where she contributed plays and poetry to the
school's magazine. Her parents must not have cared about Judaism’s dietary
laws and been willing to let their daughter be exposed to untraditional ideas,
because the Brighton school was know for being founded by women’s rights
advocates.
In 1880 her rst book of poetry Xantrippe, the wife of Socrates and written from
her perspective, was published. Xantrippe as she is dying, writes about her love
for her husband at the beginning of their relationship and her longing to engage
in intellectual discourse with him, but he is only interested in her housekeeping
skills, so eventually her love turns to bitterness.
At Cambridge, Amy developed a wide circle of intellectual friends mostly of
Socialist inclinations. However she did not complete her degree, leaving
university to concentrate on her writing and travel on the Continent. On the
whole, her education was emancipated with a rigorous study ethic enforced at
the Brighton school.
Amy spent the winter of 1886 in Florence. Her father had arranged for her to
write a series of articles for The Jewish Chronicle. The rst, “The Ghetto in
Florence,” reads as though Amy’s visit to the ghetto brought about an awakening
to her Jewish heritage. In these essays Amy reclaims her membership in what
she calls the Jewish “family”—on her own terms. Not religious, she emphasises
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what Jews have in common culturally, particularly humour: “The most hardened
Agnostic deserter from the synagogue enjoys its pungency” (“Jewish Humour”).
Nor does she refrain from criticism. “Middle-Class Jewish Women of To-Day,” in
which she makes it clear that she wants to live an unconventional life and yet
consider herself Jewish, challenges the Jewish community’s expectations of
women: “The assertion even of comparative freedom on the part of a Jewess often
means the severance of the closest ties, both of ‘family and of race’.”
Despite her short life, she accomplished a great deal, publishing essays, two wellknown novels Romance of a Shop in 1888 and Reuben Sachs a year later and 30
poems. Reuben Sachs is a deliberately misleading title, as it mainly about
Reuben's cousin, Judith, who loves him, but from a poorer branch of the family, of
which Reuben's patriarchal branch of the family do not approve, so the marriage
never takes place. Reuben is hoping to be the rst Jewish MP not to have convert
to achieve his ambition. Essentially the theme of the novel is about the oppression
of women in Jewish society. The novel seems to have been written as a direct
response to George Eliot' philo-semitic novel Daniel Deronda which Amy
considered to too romantic and an unrealistic depiction of Jewish life at that time.
There are a host of Jewish characters in "Reuben Sachs" all skilfully described.
The essays are concerned with Jewish heritage and depiction of Jewish characters
in literature whilst her novels deal with the complex issue of Anglo-Jewish identity.
She counted several social historians and writers among her friends such as
Clementina Black, Margaret Harkness, Eleanor Marx ( Karl Marx’s daughter) and
Olive Schreiner. Although he had never met Amy, Oscar Wilde wrote a moving
tribute to her "The gifted subject of these paragraphs, whose distressing death has
brought sorrow to many who knew her only from her writing" continuing to give a
constructive detailed critique of her literary output.
Amy was a practising Jew until her late adolescence, but thereafter she gradually
lost her faith, identifying more culturally as Jewish.
Since childhood Amy had su ered from periods of depression, so by the time of
her tragic suicide at the age of 27, her mental health had badly deteriorated. Two
months away from her 28th birthday, Amy killed herself at the residence of her
parents by inhaling carbon monoxide. Oscar Wilde wrote an obituary for her in
Women's World in which he praised her gifts.The rst Jewish woman to be
cremated in England, her ashes were buried at Balls Pond Road Cemetery in
London.
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Article contributed by Susan Fox

Choice of long or short stays,
permanent residency
Situated at 81 Albert Road, Southport PR9 9LN

• 24 hour support
• Senior citizens
• Jewish ethos
• Flats and rooms
‘The Home’ from hom
24 hour care on sit
Lift, wheel chair acces
“Good”
Superb Kosher food on sit
Rooms at reasonable rate
Large conservatory overlooking park
Synagogue on site
Enquiries telephone :01704 53197
of ce@sjah.freeserve.co.uk
The Home is a registered charity Number 1123524 and a Registered Company Number 06368309
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The Southport Rest Hom

The following kind people have been
elected to serve on the Council o
Southport & District Reform Synagogu

Chairman Chair

Dr Selwyn Goldthorpe

Vice Chair

Gillian Goldthorpe

Honorary Secretary

Fortune Chamberlain

Honorary Treasurer

Tony Kletz

Wardens

Joan Brooke, Susan Fox
Gillian Goldthorpe

Other members of the Synagogue’s Council
Faith Choueke

Neil Chamberlai

Harry Kessle

Anne Kletz

Matt Suher

Trustees :

Phil Levine and Marcel Zacharia

‘Let us come together in God’s name and prepare to do God’s wi
from Prayer for Committee Meetings, p 366 Siddur, Forms of Prayer 2008

Southport Reform & District Synagogue is a registered charity, number 227576.
The Synagogue is run predominantly by volunteers, giving hundreds of hours of their time in a year,
for the Reform Jewish Community and others
Please be advised that our complaints procedure is available from the Synagogue office.
As a synagogue member should you not wish to receive the membership copy of L’Chayim and wish to
unsubscribe, please e-mail the Synagogue office or send a message via the web site to the Synagogue
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